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A RICHARD & JUDY BESTSELLER72 HOURS TO FIND HERâ€¦â€˜Hits the sweet spot between

literary and crime fiction â€“ Grippingâ€™ ERIN KELLYâ€˜For those who love their crime fiction rich in

psychology, beautifully written and laced with dark humour. Dive inâ€™ LUCIE WHITEHOUSEA

MISSING GIRLEdith Hind is gone, leaving just her coat, a smear of blood and a half-open door.A

DESPERATE FAMILYEach of her friends and relatives has a version of the truth. But none quite

adds up.A DETECTIVE AT BREAKING POINTThe press grows hungrier by the day. Can DS

Manon Bradshaw fend them off, before a missing persons case becomes a murder investigation?
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I thought this was a great crime novel and I had not heard of this author before, I will now look out

for more of her books. The story is told by the individual characters themselves, this gives the

reader a much broader perspective of each character and makes you feel like you know them quite

well.A beautiful young girl goes missing from her home, the front door is found wide open, possible

evidence of a struggle, shattered wine glass, what can possibly have happened? Believe me a lot,

and this is what makes this book so good. There are so many pieces to put together and twists and



turns you do not expect which makes this book very exciting. There is also humour present and all

this combined makes for a really good read. Enjoy!

It's rather tedious and bloated, with a lot of unnecessary details. It's a worry when I'm reading a

book that I stop in the middle of a sentence to go and do something else. The description of the

book makes it seem more exciting than it actually turned out to be. Instead of taking 72 hours to

solve the case, it took weeks.That said, the ending was a little surprising. The last quarter of the

book was much better than the previous three quarters. My opinion changed from not wanting to

read any more books from this author to being prepared to try her again, after reading the Kindle

sample (I read it without trying the sample, because it had been recommended on a list of books

worth reading along with Jane Harper's 'the Dry', which I enjoyed, and because it was cheap).

I really enjoyed this novel. It was different to the usual predictable formula. Not quite Girl on a Train

but still it keeps you guessing. The way the characters are fleshed out makes them sympathetic and

believable. A nice surprise.

I think I can understand why she went Missing, Presumed! Quite slow with a very frustrating

"heroine" who just cant seen to make up her mind about anything personal.It is quite slow until the

last few chapters when the whole story is revealed. I was stuck at an airport for several hours so

had nothing better to do than persevere.

I loved the plot, but not so much how the author got there. In the middle it dragged and I fell asleep

literally. But the ending was very, very good. Utterly satisfying.

I've not given it a five rating because I'm only 1/5 through this..... But it's very interesting so far -

easy reading, easy to visualize the movement, characters and locations.

Liked easy to read chapters on characters-thought was going to be a better ending though but few

nice twists-guessed some! Would read another one of her books

Enjoyed reading the book and getting to know the characters. A bit slow and then it quickly resolved

a few loose ends on the very last pages.
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